STOCKHOLM, DECEMBER 1974

ELL, HELLO, gentlemen. \Vc have not seen each
other for a long, long time. Actually, we have
never seen each other .. . for a long time you avoided me,
and then I avoided you. But today it is natural that we
should get together and talk to our hearts' content.
You avoided me when I was in prison camp, when I
lived in exile, when I was an unknown Ryazan schoolteacher; and yet that was when I did my main work . But
as soon as One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich was
published, the correspondents wanted to see me and talk to
me. At that point, however, I began, r~solutely and persistently, to avoid seeing correspondent~ . For nine years I
stayed away from them completely, without giving a single
interview, and I have not given many since then, either.
It is not just a figure of speech when I say that you
avoided me for many years. I should like to say that in the
Soviet Union today there are many people who could give
extremely important interviews. But these people, who are
still unknown, do not interest Western correspondents.
Borodin, for instance, gave an interview not long ago to
some Western correspondents (from Reuters, I think it
was), but the agency said: "We don't need your interview.
Who is he, anyway?" So they did not print it.
Then there was the case of Svetlana Shramko from Ryazan, about whom I wrote in the New York Times. Confined
to a psychiatric hospital for combatting air pollution in Ryazan, she succeeded in deceiving her jailers by feigning humility and repentance .... She was released. She then went
to Moscow and telephoned the New York Times correspondent. And he heard a cry from a throat being strangled. Since then she has dropped out of sight. We do not
know where she is J?OW being tormented or what they are
doing to her, and we· may not find out for a long time.
I should like to say that you may be missing the best
opportunities, right now, for highly interesting interviews
in the Soviet Union-more interesting, perhaps, than an
interview with me. Now I will also explain why I avoided
correspondents, even though many people understand this
without being told. No sooner was One Day in the Life of
Ivan Denisovich p:.1blished than some agency put this question to me: "What can you say about the way in which
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Khrushchev gt)t out of the Cuban crisis?" How could I, ::
Ryaz:m sdh)oltcachcr whom no one had heard of until that
day, be c:-.pcctcd to answa such a question olr-the-cutr'?
... Well, of ..:our~e I avoided answering this question, and
m:1ny others like it thereafter.
I g:1ve no interviews. :1lthough I had more than enough
to say, bec:1u~e it would :111 have gone into the Western
press merely to satisfy re:1dcrs' curiosity. But at home, in
the SoYict Union, it would h:1vc harmed me. It would have

But ·when a Soviet person is approached
in the street by a foreign correspondent
and asked a question, he knows perfectly
well that the KGB boys are close behind
interfered with my literary work and with the struggle
which persecutions compelled me to wage.
It is strange th:1t some Western correspondents to this
day rem:.1in un:.Jware of this situation. For instance, during
the summer of the year when Nixon was in Moscow I listened to the Voice of America and heard the correspondents say: "We walked in the street and began asking ordin:.Jry Soviet citizens what they thought of Nixon's visit and
of detente." I don't know wh:.1t this is- na"ivete or cynicism? You can walk through the streets of Western cities
asking ordinary people for their opinions, and they will reply. But when :.1 Soviet person is approached in the street
by a foreign correspondent and asked a question, he knows
perfectly well that the KGB boys are close behind, and
that, as soon as the correspondent disappears, they will
grab him then and there if he did not answer properly . . ..
All the correspondents want is to collect opinions, even
though they realize that nobody gives them his opinions
and th:.Jt they are not getting the truth.
Of course, there arc always people in the Soviet Union,
so-called dissidents, who cross the line where they begin to
speak openly. If you ask such people a question you will get
a truthful reply. Just make sure that the person you arc
questioning has indeed crossed that forbidden line.
Q: What can you say about the fate of Raoul Wallenberg? Did you hear about him when you were in the
camps?
A : No, I heard nothing of him when I was a prisoner,
or for many years after that. This just shows how vast is
the Gulag Archipelago, and how many hidden places it
contains. There are many such secret places, where prisoners are isolated forever, where no word ever trickles out,
so that no one will know about these people.
I happened to meet another Scandinavian who called
himself Erik Arvid Andersen. When I tried to find out
something about him here in Sweden, and to learn who his
relatives are, I came across the Wallenberg story.
Yesterday I saw Wallenberg's mother. It was heartbreaking to sec this old lady, who has been waiting for her son
for 29 years. Please weigh and consider the full meaning
of what I am saying-29 years! Wallenberg was arrested
at almost the same time as I was. I served my entire sentence, both imprisonment and exile, was set free for a number of years, as you know from my published writings .. . .
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But this man has been in prison for 29 years and is still
there todayl Nor is he the only one like that in the Soviet
Union. M:.ny who were sentenced to 25 years at the end
of the war arc still in confinement. Some have been imprisoned. since 1947 or 1.ince 1939, and their sentences are
even extended.
A whole epoch has passed since that time. People whose
arrest somewhere in Africa was written about by leaders
of national movements have long since been freed, have
become presidents of their countries, have been running
. their governments .for decades, have left office or been
overthrown. . . . Generation after generation has been
written up _in the press: so-and-so is in prison, so-and-so is
being tormented .. .. They have all long since been liberated, but our people arc still in prison.
· Wallenberg's mother has information on who was in
prison with her son, and when . I do not for a minute doubt
the authenticity of her data. In the Gulag Archipelago, if
a man said he was in prison with someone else, that is the
truth. Fourteen witnesses are listed here. and it is evident
that he has been kept in secret confinement, but o:.:casionally someone or other saw him briefly and this is how the
information seeped out.
But here is the difference: if a man is arrested in the
West or in the Third World, it is open knowledge in what
prison he is held and how he is being treated. We can even
sec him photographed behind the bars, this is often permitted. But Wallenberg is in a Soviet prison, so all we have
is this kind of indirect testimony from people some of
whom conceal their identity either because they are still in
Eastern Europe or because they have relatives there . . . .
And so, since they arc all so well hidden in Russia, since
prisoners are so well concealed and kept incommunicado,
no one tries to free them; I have heard that your Prime
Minister [Oiof Palme] considers that there is too little information to justify spoiling relations with the Soviet Union
on account of Wallenberg.
Here in Sweden I have been told of other cases-the
disappearance of Swedish sailors and fishermen in the
Baltic Sea during the immediate postwar period. They vanished silently, without a trace, apparently into the Soviet
Union, and no one tries to defend them or to get them out.
Western governments as much as say: lock them up tight
and keep them out of sight; we will liberate anyone who is
not securely held, but if you have a good grip on their
throats, go ahead and throttle them, we're not going to
free them.

Now HERE IS an amazing story. Wallenberg's mother is
currently in correspondence with a certain Yefim }..foshinsky, the former KGB captain who arrested Wallenberg. Now
in Israel, he tells of what a nice man Wallenberg was, the
man he was ordered to arrest. Ordered to arrest a Swedish
diplomat! Well, all right. The State Security captain summoned him amicably from the Embassy, drove off with
him in his car, then arrested him. Wallenberg was then sent
from one Soviet secret prison to the next.
In order to avoid trouble over Wallenberg, Soviet authorities falsified the n:cords as follows : a certific:ue was allegedly found at the Lubyanka prison in 1957 stating that he
had died in 1947, and they tried to close the case in this
fashion.

However, mu.:h ~lf thc informat ion in the possession of
\\'al!enberg·s mother dates !rom later. and evcn very rcccnt
times ... from fcl:ow prisoners who said he was still alive
in 1970. He is now 6:! years old. \Vc must hurry, hurry to
have him rclea~cd. \\"hat is needed for that is a powerful
public opinion movement able to fo rce y1ur government
and other governments to save this man. And here I think
that Jewish world opinion could be very helpful. Here is
why I say this: you probably know tlut Wallenberg, as an
o~icial of thc Swedish embassy in Budapest, rc~.:ued Jews
from dcath by getting them out to the West. According to
the data. he saved over twenty thousand Jews in this manner, and I think th:n Jewish public opinion, which has been
so etTective in defending Jewish people in the Sovict Union
imprisoned for one, three. or five years, could come out
strongly for Wallenberg and save him .
Q: What is your attitude toward the activities of Amnesty International?
A : The organintion is nobly conceived and supposedly
impartial. However, precisely because of the total inequality existing between the East and the rest of the world
in the number of prisoners and in the treatment accorded
them. the equality which Amnesty Interna tional wishes to
observe is an erroneous and illusory equality. . . . They
want to offend nobody. Each group defends someone in the
West, someone in the East, and someone in the ·Third
World. But the initial conditions are so unequal that this
equality is in fact an illusion. They know everything about
those few Western or Third World prisoners, including their

I am not against democracy as such, and
I mn not against democracy in Russia, I
am for good democracy . And I want to see
us, in Russia, move toward it in a slow,
smooth, and cautious manner

daily diet, whether or nor the cells are lighted, and they
have photographs taken of them behind bars. All of this is
known. Bur of Eastern priso:1ers they know nothing, though
they are a hundred times more numerous. What kind of
equality is that, how can they be weighed in the ~an1e scales?
Yesterday I went to an Amnesty International exhibition.
Many portraits of ;mprisoned Soviet dissenters seemed to
be on display. But it turned out that these portraits were
repeated, like a pattern. There were forty portr:!its on display, but they represented only five or six people . . . . We
looked to sec whose pic:ures they were. The majority were
of people who h~d alreaay served their sentences and been
:-eleased: \1a:-c~er.ko, Gir.zburg, s:r.yavs.'y, Grigorcnko. Because these names are already known, their photographs
are ilVai:able. But tnere are almost no photographs of those
wno arc now in pnson, who are now being throtticd. So
!here is no eq_uai!ty here. The system of equality which
Amnesty . International seeks to carry out is in reality a
cruel se!f-deccpt10n.
The ,vor;d gets t!"te im?ression that this is an organization
·.vnicn '-'lOrries about everybody. But in practice it cannot

do anything for our prisoners, as it knows almost nothing
about them; its activities cover only a small fraction of
them.
Q: In your opmton Western-style democracy is not suitable for Russia. Why not?
A : This, gentlemen, is a perfect example of how hastily
and superficially the press oversimplifies people's views, including their published ~tatemcnts. Today, when we touch
on serious questions, I would particularly like to request
that, if you arc not able to report accurately and fully,
you should say nothing at all . In my "Letter to the Soviet
Leaders," which was almost completely misunderstood in
the West, I did not say that Western democracy is entirely
unsuited to Russia. I made no such statement. I only said
that in Russia, and I mean right now, we are not only not
ready for it, but we arc less ready than we were in 1917.
Yet in 1917, when we were more ready, when we had had
12 years of parliamentary experience after all ... in 1917
we were still so unprepared that this led to an exhausting
civil war and to the rise of a totalitarian state.

upheavals our country has suffered, any evolution must be smooth, without sudden disruptions, since that
would mean the slaughter of tens of millions more of our
people. Cyberneticist Mikhail Agursky writes that the transition, or future development in Russia in the direction of
democracy, must proceed under conditions of strong authority, and he is right. If democracy is proclaimed all of a
sudden, a destructive war will break out between nationality
groups. Thi·s will wipe out democracy instantly, and millions
will perish, but not for democracy; it would just be a war
between nationalities.
I am not against democracy as such, and I am not against
democracy in Russia, I am for good democracy. And I want
to see us, in Russia, move toward it in a slow, smooth, and
cautious manner.
AFTER THE

Q: Do you believe in the possibility of any form of Communism at all?
A: As the West began to learn more about the true
stare of events in the Soviet Union, Westerners, particularly
those close to Communist circles, created myths and l:!gends to fit the picture. The first such legend took shape
after the Twentieth Party Congress. Somehow, those who
had acclaimed our executioners and applauded our humiliations h::~d to save their positions. So they thought up the
1heory that Stalin had spoiled everything. He was sa;d to
have established false socialism. If only we had genuine
·
socialism!
In the Soviet Union today a small group or old Bolsheviks is trying to defend :his same view. Its spokesman is
Roy \1edvedev, a relatively young man whose father died
in prison camp under that same Communism-no, under
Stalin's false so-:ialism. These people do not spc..:ify wh .• t
genuine socialism should be, they only say that the other
was b:~d and this would be good.
Roy Mcdvcdev wrote a huge thick volume entitled Let
History Judge, tracing the Stalinist period-well, basically,
what happened in the Party and to the Bolsheviks. The kind
of things you find in this volume, what astounding assertion~! The Western press, sympathetic with his concle~:r-n~

refers to this hook as a scholarly work. I can find no sign
of science or sdll)l.m.hip in it. It 1s a narrowly partisan piece
of political journalism . . .
Re\·ie:ving ".-\ Letter to the Scwict Leaders'' anJ trying to
save th..: day for So>iet i\lar:-..ists, M..:dv..:dev thought of this
\\':1} out: in the USSR they need .. a new so..:i.dist p:trty,
free from rc~p0nsibility for the ..:rim..:s of the past." That
is, one party having alre:~dy slaughtered sixty million people. its hands cJn no longer be washed clean, so let's form
another on~.: aad start all over again. Roy Medvedev's ''rebirth oi Marxism'' is about the same thing as if J journalist
in Germ:tny were to try to prove today that Hitler's theory
was corre.:t anJ only its execution unsuccessful. Rather th:m
parrot wor s lit..c .. social democracy," words which arc a
joke in the Soviet union, or suggest, as the Soviet papers do,
"enlarging the prerogatives of 1ocal .agencies," he should
publicly and honestly answer this question : in the Soviet
Union now, is it or is it not necessary to cjcstroy the system
of falsehood, which spins its web around the lives and souls
of everyone in the Soviet Union?
But the Marxists cannot admit that our dreary propaganda is a lie.

.....LEDVEDEv's BOOK claims to be a work of "purified Marxism," but in 1,400 pages it presents the theory that everything would have gone well but for the evil character of
Stalin, and because of the evil character of Stalin history
went wrong.
This can be said by a non-Yfarxist author who attributes
great significance to the role of personality. But if a Marxist says such a thing, he draws a line through his work from
the beginning to the end.
Out of sympathy for his views, the Western leftist press
calls Roy Medvedev a scholar and a historian, no less. For
this book to be a scholarly work, it would have to be structured differently: the author would have to take the initial
propositions of Lenin with which the October Revolution
began. Let me remind you of the propositions Lenin started
out with-they are the Lessons of the Paris Commune.
Lenin there says that the Paris Commune perished because
it did not destroy its enemies en masse; that to win, the proletariat must annihilate its enemies on a mass scale.
Well, Lenin has m:my such propositions. That, furthermore, was the concrete Russian situation in 1917. Whoever
wishes to prove that the Soviet system is not socialism but
rather Stalinist false socialism must prove that, proceeding
from Leninist principles and from the concrete situation of
Russia in 1917, it would have been possible to build socialism without wholesale plundering of the peasantry, without
subjugation of the working class, without introducing mass
slavery, and without terror. Then I would take off my hat
and bow to such a scientific study. But neither Roy Medvedev-nor any Communist theoretician in the world- can
demonstrate that.
What is more-and I am afraid I am taking too much of
your time-it is clear that all of the principal measures
against the people were carried out by Lenin, and not by
Stalin. Lenin never dropped violence and terror as fundamental methods of his program: "Dictatorship is state power
supported directly by violence." It was Lenin, not Stalin,
who took the land away from the peasants in 1922. Lenin
deceived the workers by not letting them manage the fac606
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tories. Lenin set up the concentration camps and the Cheka's
hangman courts. He used military force to subdue outlying
n.:gions and to suppress pc:.~sant uprisings; he totally destroyed the nobility, the clergy, and the merchant class; and
he harnessed the trade unions to the ~ervice of the state. The
whole high-pitched, atheistic campaign which, as Agursky
has shown, was the pivotal point of collectivization was
created by Lenin and T rotsky. Trotsky, too, gave Stalin
some ideas: compulsory labor armies (the prototype of
Gubg), superindustrialization and suppression of the vital
needs of the population, oppression of the peasantry as the
main internal enemy, the "tightening of the screws" on the
unions. The only thing that Stalin did on his own was to
pby havoc with his Party, which is the only thing they curse
him for. But Stalin took this road precisely in order to carry
out Lenin's testamentary commands.
The weak point in the argument of those who claim that
Stalinism was false socialism is passed over in silence. The
question is: right now, today, under the present leadership,
what is it: true, or false, socialism?
But in recent years, as too much was being revealed about
Lenin, I noticed a new theory, a new legend in the . West.
First they gave up Stalin and defended Lenin. Today it is
difficult to defend Lenin, so they are giving him up and retreating to the next line of trenches, where they defend
Marx. But if you read Marx attentively you will there find
Leninist formulations and tactics already completely outlined, with repeated calls for terror, violence, and the forceful seizure of power. Marx: "Reforms are a sign of weakness." "The movement for reforms in England was an
error." "Democracy is more terrible than monarchy or aristo:racy." "Political freedom is false freedom, worse than the
worst form of slavery." "Given universal suffrage, revolution hasn't got a chance."
Marx writes to Engels: "Looking in the future I see
something for us [i.e., for Marx and Engels] that will smell
strongly of high treason." And very often they write:
"After coming to power -terror. It is necessary to execute,

There is a dangerous tendency to cover
up problems of life and death inside the
Soviet Union by overplaying the emigration
issue

..

to repeat the year 1793 ." After the takeover "they will
begin to regard us as monsters-but we don't give a
damn."
Now what does 1793 mean? We don't stop to think
about it now, because it was all so long ago. I can sum
up in two sentences what Marx and Engels found so
thrilling about 1793: Marat and his "Draft Declaration of
the Rights of Man and of the Citizen": "Man has a right
to appropriate to himself everything he needs for food, for
his keep, and fo r happiness . . . Man has the right to
snatch away from others not only what is surplus, but what
is necessary . . . Man has the right to slaughter his
neighbor and to devour. his trembling body." It is no
accident that Lenin never ceased to be delighted by .Marx
and Engels right up to his deJth, nor mere chance that
Marx and Engels . were thrilled by the French Revolution.

The French and October Revolutions have this profound
similarity : they were both ideological; and they did not
annihilate people haphazardly but on the ground of
ideology.
Now, to answer the question that was put to me, I
had to reply at length because we have to go very far
back before Stalin. The book seven of us have just compiled,
From under the Rubble, contains an article on socialism by
Igor Shafarevich (who is still a member of the Soviet Academy of Sciences although he is also a member of the Human
Rights Committee). This article examines the progress of
socialist ideas and socialist states from Plato to Marcuse ...
Soon his book Socialism will come out in the West. There it
will be possible to read all this in detail.
So, when they gave up Lenin or began to give him up,
they created this myth that Lenin became the victim of the
Russian tradition-as much as to say, Russia being what it
is, things could not have turned out differently, but we will
change all that. But no! The whole trouble lies in the roots
of this doctrine; this doctrine could not bear other fruits
than those it actually bore . . . .
Now here is a little additional question: How do I
evaluate Roy Medvedev's critique of G11lag Archipelago?
Roy Medvedev comes out with a short review, immediately
translated into several languages, to get in ahead of the
appearance of my book . .. and thereby to neutralize it.
This is in the Soviet tradition: a book into which a lifetime
or decades of work have been invested is commented upon
by some journalist or other, who bats out an article in a
couple of days and hits you over the head with a big club.
Amazing that in the West this should be called a "dialogue"!
A book has been written which contains the testimony of
hundreds of people, which contains the work of an artist,
and the journalistic reply is: "No, not like that, he doesn't
quite understand, he has not yet grown sufficiently in stature to understand great ideas . . . "
Strictly speaking, Roy Mcdvcdcv came out against Archipelago (although he does say some things in its favor)
e5sentially because he has to save Lenin and the Communist
idea; he has to defend those same old Bolsheviks who went
on helping the machine of oppression destroy others, right

up to the very day when they themselves were unexpectedly
arrested and imprisoned. He now calls them victims, the
standard-bearers of public justice. But the question arises:
if the victim helps the executioner up to the very last minute,
giving him others to slaughter and holding the axe for him,
to what extent is he a victim and to what extent an execu·
tioncr? To this day, Mcdvedcv praises the executioners :
Peters, Latsis, Dzcrzhinsky, Menzhinsky. He calls the shoot·
ing of one boy a "legend," whereas for years in our country
people from the age of 12 on were lawfully shot, in accordance with the penal code. In Chapter IT of Part 3 [of Gulag]
I undertake a comprehensive investigation of the principles
guiding. the behavior of these "well-intentioned persons" in
the camps, and I show that they could not have behaved
otherwise, behaved more decently, and still have preserved
their Marxist ideology. Medvcdcv does not even try to
answer these irrefutable conclusions; he simply skirts them.
The term "dissident" or "dissenter" is used in the USSR
with reference to those who express themselves outside of
the official press. One mu~t be careful in using this term, one
might use it more accurately. In the pre~ise sense of the
word, Roy Medvedcv does not belong to the dissidents in
the USSR, he is not threatened personally by anyone, because by and large he is defending the regime in the best
possible way-more cleverly and flexibly tha n the official
press would be able to do.
Q: Did you sec the movie versions of Ivan Denisovich
and The First Circle? What do you think of them?
A: Yes, T saw both. The First Circle is a distorted film .
. . All of the roles, particularly the main characters, are
twisted and confused. The basic moral problem of ideological tyranny is underplayed. There are many coarse elements, particularly of an erotic nature, which are totally
absent from the novel.
Ivan Denisovich, on the other hand, is a good, quite
honest film, but it lacks Russian color.

Q: What role can Western radio broad~asts in Russian
play in aiding dissenters? How, in word and deed, can one
help victims of Soviet persecution? What opposition forces
exist in the USSR and what are their chances of changing
the system in the near future?
A: In the Soviet Union we find great support in every
word that is broadcast from the West in Russian, and in
every item that appears in the Western press. The problem
is the need for more information, for, I repeat, we cannot
even find out about the majority of the victims of oppression. Sometimes their names arc known, but the correspondents get tired of them and begin to forget. Ogurtsov, for
example, was thrown into a psychiatric hospital after eight
years' imprisonment, but everyone got tired of talking about
him, and the whole world knows that he is being destroyed.
Some of the Ukrainians-Karavansky, Shukhevych, Sverstyuk, and many others-have been imprisoned for close to
25 years. Now Osipov has been arrested for trying to
publish a legal magazine that docs not oppose the government. His friend Borodin immediately gave an interview
on the subject of these persecutions but the news agency
was not interested.
There i!> a dangerous tendency to cover up problems of
life and death inside the Soviet Union by overplaying the
emigration issue. Emigration will go on; the Soviets will
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1!\'Cn C'l.!'-'1 J'<.!<'Pil.! h f,1r-:c. :\~ a .:,1nscqucnce of this, Russian cultme is Ill the pro.:ess
crnil,:rating. ~ly friend
Sh.1L1revi..:h sp~.1ke .!h,,ut this at his press confcrcn.:e in
:\tosc,m ta~t :--~.wcmhcr. This was done in an attcmpt to
stop thc Russian culwral exodus. ~ince g...:nuin..: Russian
cultural d..:Yc!,,pmcnt can only tak...: place at hornc, on
Russi:m soil. Tl11..1~e who !..:ave ma} try to participate in it,
m:ly makc their c0ntribution, but the true fate of Russian
culture will nonetheless be dccided in our homeland.
I think th:.lt the Soviet authorities will not rid themselves
of dissidents hy means of compulsory emigration, and they
will not solve this problem in a way that is to their advantag.!. And as to how the soci:tl situation in the Soviet Union
can be changed. there are, of course, various opinions. I
consider the most promising possibility to 'bc a moral revolution, which I have spoken about.
Here a correspondent has an objection: '·This method is
not understood in the West." In my opinion, the age of
violent revolutions has come to an end throughout the
world. Physically violent revolutions have never solved any
problems; they only confused the situation and made it
worse . Therefore I regard a moral revolution as a solution,
not only for the East, but for the West as well . I cannot say
anything concrete as to just how to apply this concept to
the West, but in ' ·Not to Live a Lie" I have applied it to my
own country. And I think that if this method is propagated
it will kill ideology in the Soviet Union and thereby change
the whole situation.

,,f

SoME

ITALI.\K journalists have asked about the book by
my first wife, Reshetovskaya, which was published in Italy.
I have read the book in Russian, and I can say that it is
simply not about me. It is about some person whom the
KGB has dreamed up in my stead. This book is part of the
campaign against me that was begun after the publication
of the Archipelago, somehow to belittle it, to lessen the
significance of the Archipelago. But it is surprising how little
the KGB has achieved toward this end. They got a school
friend to testify against me, and I know that they are working others over to do the same thing. But they have been
unsuccessful. For two years they have been pressuring
Razhas Janos to make statements against me, but without
any luck. I mention his name so that it will be known, just
in case. He is a very nice and kind young Hungarian (not
so young any more) who was a fellow prisoner in the Special Camp; I write about him in the third volume of the
Archipelago. He lives in the depths of the Hungarian provinces, where they are trying to pressure him into providing
some kind of evidence against me. They first sent my former
wife to him, then a representative of APN (the Agit-Prop
Administration) and the KGB, and finally the local customs
people were put to work on him. Well, he has still not
made any statement.
We can imagine the tough spot in which such solitary
fools find themselves, when they could ease their situation
by giving the necessary evidence to the KGB-and yet
they don't.

Q: Do you plan to live in the West permanently?
A: No, I do not. I live in constant awareness of my
desire to return to Russia, and I know that I will go back.
Here we have a constant feeling of nostalgia, of not belong608
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ing, and we arc cons::ious of the violence th at has been
done to us. Even my little hoys arc beginning to understand
this in their young minds.
Q: What do you consider to be your greatest accomplishment sin..:c you cam..: to the West?
A: I consider my main accomplishment to have been my
succc,s in working and writing dc~pitc interference from all
the people who wanted to see me or correspond with me.
When I was in the Soviet Union I was in great danger, and
only my close friends came to sec me. Here they come out
of plain curiosity, not writing or dropping in, but just hanging around out in the street. In practice, this is how things
are in my family: we have no time to open all the correspondcncc and sort it out, to see who is writing and about
what. Even if l stopped all other work, I couldn't handle
all the mail.
Not to speak of books! At first they sent me books by the
hundreds, then by the dozens. And a letter along· with each
book. Books in all sorts of foreign languages. I only read in
two languages. If I began to read all those books I would
drown-there's a huge, huge mountain of them in my house,
spread all over the place.
Q: Why do you isolate yourself in Zurich? Why do you
keep the door shut, why don't you answer the bell or the
telephone?
A: . . . Self-defense. If I want to remain a writer I can
not devote my life to socializing and correspondence. When
I first came here I was even approached by agents provocateurs from the KGB. But the majority were honest people,
on their way through town or coming especially to see me,
to chat for an hour with me. Whoever felt like it came
barging in-all except the people of Zurich, who respect my
privacy. I work 14 hours a day, which leaves me no time
for conversation or letter-writing. In the evening I prepare
what I will need in the morning. I read what I have to read.
And there is not time, physically, for anything else.
Q: You have uttered severe criticism of the Soviet system.
What do you find in it that is positive?
A: Really, in the situation I was in, and for anyone in his
own situation, one first notices and is troubled by the shortcomings of the social system. I would make a distinction
between the system and the society. Look, I would liken
this to a fraction, with the system on top, pressing down on
the society. It is hard for me to say anything positive about
the system. If the system gives anything to its citizens, then
that is only because it would be ashamed not to. We h ave
so-called free public education and free public health service, but all that is so very bureaucratic, so cramped and
of such poor quality, because the people who work in these
systems are so poorly paid. Yes, public health is free, but
it is set up so that from the Kremlin on down every organization, every one, all the petty Party chiefs . . . all try to
separate their medicine, to be treated in special fashion. And
every person who has a chance to be treated privately will
try to get private treatment, since the help he gets from
the public health service is of the worst quality. Not because
the doctors are bad, but because they lack facilities. They
must take nine patients an hour, sometimes for minor
operations or serious examinations. But that is how it has
to be under that system, as the system is directed against
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the individual. lt is dir..:ctcd at cutting down all that is
finest and high..:st in humanity, in the human being. But
her..:, sin..:c I .:ame to the \Vest. it is interesting what I have
noti..:cd . . . I haYe obs..:rYed this: in our mciety the relationships het\\CCn pe~1ple-this may surprise you-arc
wnrmer. more sincere, more unselfish than here ... I think
this is partly because everyone in the \Vest is free to arrange
his own life. And. '' ith the decline of the religious principles
on which Western society was founded, this leads to intensified activity by each person on his own behalf. Western
man is placed in a troubling environment. ... In their tense
struggle and competition people sometimes busy themselves
too much with matcri::~l matters, think too much about their
narrow interests rather than about everybody, about society.
. . . There exists a general superficial politeness, a high
courtesy, but underneath that courtesy there is often, though
not always, a marked dryness. But in our society the situation is like this. You can't strike. You can't get a pay raise,
even if you smash your head against the wall. Man's role
in his own life is small. There are fewer opportunities by
far, and there is not this apprehension that if you are less
active you will miss out on something. Somehow life goes

The system is directed against the
individual. It is directed at cutting down
all that is finest and highest in humanity,
in the human being
on over your head, and "you can even shut yourself off from
it halfway. And this creates a space of time and soul for
other kinds of non-material concerns.
Q: How do you feel about translators?
A: That is one of my main concerns in the West. Some
of the translations of my books are terrible; sometimes no
good translators are available, or the translator is underpaid .
. . . In the USSR, creative freedom is crushed to the point
where all of the better writers have gone into translating.
This translation work, furthermore, is well paid. That is
why there are no better translations in the world than those
made from Western languages into the languages of the
Soviet Union. Here, however, the publisher looks for the
cheapest translator. And who works for less money? He
who is less good. Even a good translator is paid so little
that he must work fast in order to live. For this reason
books written in a poor or average style lose almost nothing
in translation. But books that are written in an original and
difficult style lose everything. I am now trying to protect the
interests of the translators, by seeing to it that those who
translate my work;; are better remunerated.
Q: To judge by statements in your writings, you adhere
to a so.:iali5t world view?
A : That is wrong. If you analyze carefully what I have
written you will see that I have no socialist philosophy. It
stands to reason that in the Soviet Union I had to be careful
and express myself as indirectly as possible. But as the
years passed and my books appeared here, the Western press
and Western critics were eager to see me as a socialist, to

save the socialist idea . . . . There can be no moral form of
sociali~m. As Academician Shafarcvich clearly :,hows in his
studies, ethical principles not only arc not inherent in socialism, but arc opposed to it.
Q: On occasion you have defended Czarist Russia. Do
you consider that regime to have been superior to the Soviet
system?
A: In The Gulag Archipelago I made several comparisons .
between those two regimes, those two state systems, and
in the third volume this comparison will be continued. The
two systems arc not comparable, as they represent two
different orders. The Czarist regime belonged to the order
of authoritarian systems which existed in all countries for
many centuries. But the Soviet regime is part of the order
of totalitarian ideological systems which have risen in the
twentieth century, bringing unheard-of pressure and fear to
bear on the individual. These systems annihilate people in
vast numbers, and they destroy our souls as well. They aim
at the subjugation of the soul as well as of the body.
Q: What are your ideas on a religious renewal of the
contemporary world, East and West?
A: I insist that the problems of the West are not political. They are psychological and moral. When dissatisfaction with government is expressed, it should be understood not in terms 0f political failure but in terms of
weakened religious and ethical foundations of modern
society. Such economic problems as inflation-not as it
existed after the civil war in Russia or after the First
World War in Germany, when hunger was the issue, but
inflation in the midst of plenty-are not economic problems but rather psychological and moral. I am convinced
that the only salvation for the East, and also for the West,
which is also in a dangerous situation, lies in a moral and
religious rebirth.
I should mention that I disagree with my good friend
Heinrich Boll on many specific questions having to do
with the contemporary situation. And on this point our
views differ completely.
Q: In his letter on the occasion of the 26th anniversary
of the Declaration of the Rights of Man, Andrei Sakharov
mentions the ethical aspects of your struggle. May this be
regarded as indicating a rapprochement between his views
and yours?
A : Andrei Dmitriyevich Sakharov and I have much in
common. I did not reply to his objections to my arguments,
as I was waiting for From under the Rubble to appear
with the basic questions set forth on a much higher level
than was possible for me to do in my "Letter to the
Soviet Leaders." In Kontinent (No. 2) I have answered
Sakharov's critique. In fact, I have expressed the hope
that our views will gradually come closer together.

Q: Mr. So\zhcnitsyn, are you a Christian?
A: Well, I think that question is even clearer from my
books than the one asked here about a socialist world
0
view.

Translated by Albert and Tanya Schmidt from the Russian
as printed in Russian Thought, January 16, 1975.
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